Smart City experts DIGIMONDO and ICE Gateway cooperate for IoT
projects
IoT Software Company and Smart City Strategists Start Cooperation
Hamburg/Berlin. The IoT software company DIGIMONDO and the digitization
service provider ICE Gateway have already proven in numerous projects how a
city becomes a Smart City. In the newly concluded cooperation of the
companies, they are now bundling their knowledge and experience for
digitisation projects of municipalities and cities.
Both companies are experts in the field of digitization. ICE Gateway provides
hardware, IoT infrastructure, digitization strategies and IT services, whereas
DIGIMONDO focuses on IoT software solutions and IoT consulting. Thus,
DIGIMONDO and ICE Gateway complement each other to support their customers in
the digital transformation.
"Our IoT networks are based on programmable mobile edge computers (iceMEC),
which are now also available as a LoRaWAN® model. Data collected from sensors are
safely processed on the device. Afterwards, we can send the data to the DIGIMONDO
IoT software for analysis and visualization," explains ICE Gateway Managing Director
Ralf Gerbershagen. "ICE Gateway's technology is used for numerous services ranging
from intelligent street lighting to traffic analysis and waste management. With ICE
Gateway, we are pleased to have gained a new partner who has experience with
these services," adds DIGIMONDO-COO Otto Smits.
DIGIMONDO and ICE Gateway are pursuing a common goal: to make the Internet of
Things as secure and simple as possible for users. "Our solutions bridge the gap
between the real and the digital world. It is our joint mission, especially in Smart City
projects, to make the transition for all possible and to make it easier," Gerbershagen
and Smits said about the goal of their cooperation.
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Digimondo GmbH as IoT service and software provider
DIGIMONDO is an IoT software company headquartered in Hamburg, Germany. The
company was founded in 2016 as a start-up in the E.ON Group. The company's goal
is to create a better digital world for tomorrow through IoT and digitization. With the
DIGIMONDO software firefly, a LoRaWAN network server, and the software niota, a
technology-independent IoT platform, customers can create their own IoT solutions.
Further information is available at www.digimondo.de or directly from Janina Held
(Senior Manager Marketing & Projects) at 040 360 99 720 or
janina.held@digimondo.de.

About ICE Gateway
ICE Gateway offers innovative smart city solutions and is a digitization strategy
partner. With the help of a secure infrastructure solution based on a programmable
Mobile Edge Computer (iceMEC), ICE Gateway builds an IoT network. This digital
network is the cornerstone for numerous services in the fields of street lighting,
public transport, security, sensor technology and marketing. Smart-City solutions are
secure, easy to install and scalable. The complexity for the customer is reduced to a
minimum as ICE Gateway provides all IT services. All applications are data protection
compliant.
Further information can be found at www.ice-gateway.com.

